Abstract-Classification of some objects in classes of related concepts is an essential and even breathtaking task in many applications. A solution is discussed here based on Multi-Agent systems. A kernel of some expert agents in several classes is to consult a central agent decide among the classification problem of a certain object. This kernel is moderated with the center agent, trying to manage the querying agents for any decision problem by means of a data-header like feature set. Agents have cooperation among concepts related to the classes of this classification decision-making; and may affect on each others' results on a certain query object in a multi-agent learning approach. This leads to an online feature learning via the consulting trend. The performance is discussed to be much better in comparison to some other prior trends while system's message passing overload id decreased to less agents and the expertism helps the performance and operability of system win the comparison.
INTRODUCTION
In this part, we represent some definitions to clarify the expressions we are going to use in the following parts of this paper:
AGENTS, MAS AND EXPERTISM
Fortunately or unfortunately, there are very several definitions for an Agent like [8] or [9] . To meet the term in a more general look, an agent is a tool that carries out some task or tasks on behalf of a human. Intelligent agents have additional domain knowledge that enables them to carry out their tasks even when the parameters of the task change or when unexpected situations arise. Many intelligent agents are able to learn, from their own performance, from other agents, from the user, or from the environment in which they are situated. An intelligent Agent has properties as: Autonomy, Ability to Learn, Cooperation &many other ones [4] . Giving a more formal definition, an agent is defined in [5] .
A Multi Agent System is a system consisting of several, not-the-same-type agents which are in collaboration with eachother to do a complicated task, usually with some constraints like time and recourses. The MAS is studied for many reasons and by so many pioneers of AI, esp. for AgentStudying, Decision Making and also Expert Systems. The most important obstacle to be met in perusal of MAS is the trade-off between performance-based and goal-based nature of agents gathering together to model the MAS, where usually a trade-off seems to be undeniable.
"The goal of Multi Agent Systems' research is to find methods that allow us to build complex systems composed of autonomous agents who, while operating on local knowledge and possessing only limited abilities, are nonetheless capable of enacting the desired global behaviors." [6] Regarding an Expert-Agent, we usually mean an agent which is able to decide about a specific topic so much better than some others agents. This ability may be gained with agent collaboration in a MAS, with learning among some dataset or using any other way of decision optimization. If we have a MAS in which agent are to be experts in their own area of deciding problems, then we will have a Multi Expert-Agent System. CONCEPTS, OBJECTS AND FEATURES As we look around into the world we live, it is available to understand several things and differentiate them from others. This task of differentiation is because of that these being compared things are under some sort of experiment to show their specific characteristics as a react in response to some query-like act. These responses are generated due to the characteristics which are known under the set of "Features". It is clear that the sets we are mentioning here are not disjoint, but have several in common among eachother.
The THINGS which are carrying these feature sets as a collection of properties are called "Objects". Objects are exactly what we see in the world around. But what is making the difference between these objects to generate the responses? Several objects may carry several feature sets which have nothing in common or may share some or even all features in their feature sets. Besides the set of all features that can introduce the objects to us, one more important matter to be number of rules we use. Better to say, each time we ask something in our system, we are using some resources. So it is better to lower the number of these queries. Another matter is that the probabilities which Williams use are put over the rules that he uses. In our approach, the rule set is somehow constant and the decision making task is due to the feature collection and their corresponding probabilities. It is once told above that this feature-probability collection is allowed to shrink or expand during system working time.
As a big picture to get the differences, Williams uses some agent to collaborate about learning some concepts with questioning eachother whether anyone knows anything about the mentioned concept. We are using a MAS with several expert agents, each in some realm of knowledge, to decide on classifying one object into one or some of the realms, known as concepts. This is done by utilizing the implicit knowledge of our expert agents. This knowledge is represented as a collection of coupled feature-probability metadata.
F. Fault Tolerance, Performance and Operability
It is clear from the above section "Learning more on each agent's feature probabilities" that if some feature f j is wrongly supposed to be added to some class's feature sets and it is inserted to the M-region for that reason-and even increased during some interval of false tag mentioning-, after a period of time that it is not mentioned in its forwarded objects by the CenterAgent, we would have the system automatically lower its probability to lower M-region and may also to D-region not to have bad impact on our system. This fact exists in the steady state for the wrong features that some expert would falsely put into some agent's body.
Another matter is the performance of this system, trying to make its agents expert in some fields. As time goes by, the features of a same kind and similar -not in essence but in concept recognition-gather together in collections, showing the concepts they are the representative to identify with. Besides, the reserved collection of all the disjoint class features sets in the CenterAgent makes the system lower the message passing rate among the pair and peer agents after a period of system execution. This means that the CenterAgent has to consult with fewer consultants and even get a better result and it is indeed an economical thrift in the realm of decision making. Of course that it will not appear when the class numbers are in the order of 10 or 100. But suppose that we are willing to decide upon 100000 or 1000000 classes to correlate some objects into them. Using the methods based on [1] and of course itself, any agent should consult to any other agent on knowing anything about the decision matter. Unavoidably a great extent of this message passing is for nothing while there are so many agents that are not aware of what the concept is or what objects point to it. Using our approach in a MAS, the CenterAgent consults only to some agents -of an order of for example 50 or 100-whether they could help the decision making problem. It is discussed before that these agent are the most probable agents on most probable concepts that the pointed object could be a match for. We believe that it is clear that such a system is better in performance in comparison to its parents. We also believe that the operability of such approach in any realm of application is fully applicable and also implementable.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK Here we addressed a method of concept learning in a Multi Agent system, in which several agents are labeled to be an expert in a specific domain of itself. This is supposed to be a good way for object classification -into some known main classes-in almost any application domain. Along with this going on, we would like to let our system add needed (willing to be expert) agents for any newly accepted main concept classes. Another work is to revise the likelihood of concept features, based on their agent-rules along the time. We would like to mention these tasks in near future.
